Announcement
Drug Dosage Forms II – PHR312

Lectures:
Please study lectures 4 – 6 for next week (7/11/2016). A quiz will be held during the lecture time. In addition, your studies are essential for next week lecture.

Practical:
Please remember during your practical sessions that you are working in a lab. You will find a rubric announced on lab door for your evaluation. Not bothering bringing your yellow towels and working under untidy conditions will directly be reflected on the quality of your work.

To help you enhance your discipline in the lab, please note that the course instructors gave direct instructions to assistant staff to hang your lab marks on your discipline, tidiness and attitude during the practical sessions. These include:

- A tidy work space.
- Working on benches covered by yellow towels.
- Using (if essential) low voice for communication.

Adherence to these instructions is a must to take your grade or gracefully accept a grade of zero.
Laboratory Assessment

**Evaluation Items**

1. Attending the practical session on time
2. Maintaining a clean work place whole session period
3. Ability to complete the assigned duties
4. Bringing the laboratory notes & lab coat
5. Attitude and behavior during lab sessions